
  
Suggestions on Bullies in the Church 
      
 Bring a small team together to brain-

storm a solution. 
 Redirect the bully’s energies if possi-

ble. 
 May be deeper issues  - counseling 

might be recommended 
 In extreme cases, bring in other help-

ful individuals to intervene. 
 Bullies most commonly feed on at-

tention—try to ignore them. 
By Todd Outcalt.  www.ministrymatters.com/
all/article/entry/3693/bullies-in-the-church?
utm_campaig….. 
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        Why a Tree Picture? 
At all our trainings, we have had a focus item 

of a barren tree which changes to one with 

blossoms as the training proceeds.  Yes, our 

conference quadrennial focus is a tree with a 

trunk as Vital Churches, the roots as existing 

support systems and the branches as ministry 

areas like Healing Relations (which is where 

we fit in).  Our CTT is designed to take tools 

of possibility to conflicted churches, even  

perhaps giving them fresh ‘water’ to move  

toward transformation. 

  As we begin 2015, may we each grow in our ability to listen! 

   Thanks to all of you on the CTT  Team! 

 Recommended Book 
Dignity: Its Essential Role in Resolving Conflict 

by Donna Hicks, Ph.D. 

Desmond Tutu’s foreword: “ I ... appreciate Don-

na Hick’s excellent work in the field of human 

dignity…in this compelling book…” 

  Hearing from You 
Two of you have expressed interest in discussing 

Dignity; Sue and Martha, would you set up a for-

mat for discussion and let us know?  Others will 

join in. 

Reading guide: http://conflictresolutionmonth.org/

wp-content/uploads/2013/Reading-Guide-Dignity-

2013/pdf 

Outline for Initial Information Gathering 

This new document will be sent to each of you. Here 

is a preview. 

          Beginning paragraph 

 1. Discuss confidentiality  

 2. Describe status of the church  

 3. How has that church dealt with conflict? 

 4. Describe current issues  

 5. Describe initial phone calls  

 Current Intervention 

One team still in process of meet-

ing with a church. 


